Benefits gained by a multisource solution in various contexts of application are nowadays obvious. The goal of this interesting approach is both to capture benefits of sources and to minimize their limitations. Usually, each source is defined and modeled over a unique frame composed of the hypotheses to discern. Sources can then be merged by the combination process provided by the theory that enabled their modeling. On the other hand, this process is no more applicable to sources defined on different frames in terms of the hypotheses they consider. It is the case for example of two sources defined respectively on the frames {H1,H2} and {H2,H3}. This problem although frequently encountered in the development of operational systems has paradoxically not been extensively treated. In a previous article, we have already presented methods mainly based on a technique called "deconditioning" and that allow the combination of such sources. They are developed in the theory of evidence's framework, a priori the most appropriate for this problem. We complete our investigation by proposing in this article other methods based on the same framework.
Introduction
Benefits gained by a multisource solution in various contexts of application such as classification problems are nowadays obvious. The goal of this interesting approach is both to capture benefits from each source and to minimize the losses due to their limitations. When applied to the case of imperfect sources (uncertain, imprecise, incoherent or incomplete), this approach allows the access to a more reliable global information. Complementary of information is then one of the necessary factors. In conclusion, a multisource approach must be able to manipulate information that can be imperfect and complex, hence difficult to formalize.
Schematically, a data fusion conceptual framework must be specified to represent the knowledge of a source. It should be able to face up to the heterogeneity of information from distinct sources, and therefore should have a mathematical process to merge information while coping with conflicting situations. The most common frameworks are the theory of probability [1] , the theory of possibility [2] and the theory of evidence [3, 4] . They usually formalize a source's knowledge on a unique referential composed of the hypotheses of interest. For example, in classification problems, these hypotheses are the possible classes. In the theory of evidence's framework, this referential is called the frame of discernment [3] . It must be exhaustive which means that the solution is one of the hypotheses considered in this frame. Furthermore, independent sources defined on this common frame can advantageously be merged.
Nevertheless, in some applications, the frame attached to a source is not always exhaustive because of our vision of the problem [5] [6] [7] . This case corresponds to an open-world assumption according to the terminology used by Smets [8] and in opposition to a closed-word assumption claimed by the theory of evidence described by Shafer [3] . Consequently, the knowledge formalized on this frame is incomplete because some hypotheses are not considered. Then, a possible strategy may consist in using other sources able to discern together the missing hypotheses [5, 6] . Nevertheless, these sources are not defined on a same frame and therefore cannot be merged by means of the usual processes of combination provided by the existing theories. This problem not extensively treated in the last literature spans however a broad range of practical applications such as supervised classification problems in the case of an incomplete learning set. For example, for aerial target identification, it is not always possible to have learning knowledge about a target with regard to the features extracted by a source; then, it is more natural to modelize such a source only on the targets for which we can have this knowledge.
Sources defined on different frames are by nature a set problem. So, to deal with it, we have chosen the theory of evidence because of its set framework. Furthermore, beyond its ability to assess the veracity of a proposition, this theory has the most general framework from a modeling point of view. On this formalism, we have already proposed in [6] three general methods to combine information from sources that do not share the same flame of discernment. The first two ones qualified as "deconditioning methods" are recalled here in Section 2. The third method is defined in Section 3 of this article where we also propose an extension of the latter that forms a new general method. All these methods are compared using parametrized simulations in Section 4.
Deconditioning methods

Introduction
We pointed out in [5, 6] that a source's knowledge defined over a non-exhaustive flame is conditioned by construction. Thus, both methods presented here and defined in [5, 6] , enable to extend this knowledge over a larger flame by a process called "deconditioning". It is individually applied to the source therefore constituting a local treatment. Hence, it can be separately applied to several sources initially defined on different incomplete flames in order to redefine their knowledge over a common flame containing the hypotheses considered by them together; we consider that these hypotheses are the only ones that may be discerned in view of the available information. Then, sources can be pooled by application of the usual combination process provided by the Dempster-Shafer theory (of. Fig. 1 ), i.e. the Dempster's rule of combination.
The first method called "method of minimal commitment" and developed by Smets [9] uses a deconditioning technique based on the principle of minimal specificity [10] . The latter guarantees the deconditioned knowledge to contain no more information in the sense of specificity than the one that was initially defined. The second method can redefine the knowledge of a source on a larger frame in a more precise way than the first method and could therefore lead to higher performance. It relies on the knowledge we may have about some similarities between the hypotheses and is called "method by association of highest compatible hypotheses".
In the next section, both methods are presented. Deconditioning step will be explained only for one source $1 defined over a non-exhaustive frame of discernment Os, containing the hypotheses considered by this source. The basic probability assignment bpa built over this frame will be denoted by most
The deconditioning step will be used to deduce the knowledge of this source on a larger frame O, assumed to be exhaustive. Then, the set (O -Os~) contains the hypotheses that miss to the frame OSl. After presenting the deconditioning step, the combination step will be shown for a maximum plausibility decision criterion; this step will be applied to the case of two incomplete sources previously deconditioned on a common frame.
Method of minimal commitment
This method provides the 'best' deconditioning for a source S~ when the only known information is the source's knowledge defined on its restricted frame Os~. The method is based on the idea that evidence initially placed on the hypotheses of a focal element may come from one of them, but might have come also from a missing hypothesis of (O -Os~) without knowing which one. Indeed, a missing hypothesis has logically transferred its evidence among the considered hypotheses. To consider this idea, the deconditioning process simply appends (in the set union sense) to each focal element the set containing all the missing hypotheses. This operation consists in transferring the mass initially committed to a focal element defined on Os~ systematically to the largest set corresponding on the frame O; the method is consistent with the application of the principle of minimal specificity [10] .
So, the core defined on 0 is deduced from the given one Nos, defined on OSl :
No={AU(O-Os.)/AENos,} (1) and the bpa over O can be obtained by [5, 6, 11, 7] 
The deconditioned knowledge verifies many properties [5, 6] , in particular the following one satisfied by the plausibility of a subset:
siA ~= Os,. The deconditioning of a source consists in appending to each of its focal elements the missing hypotheses. Consequently, this operation creates ambiguities on these elements that could be later reduced by fusion with other sources. To do so, the other sources will have to discern these missing hypotheses from the hypotheses that compose these elements in question. It supposes that the missing hypotheses and the hypotheses of these elements are considered together by these other sources. So, in order to reduce all the ambiguities, we need sources with adequate configurations in terms of the hypotheses they consider and with adequate performance in terms of discernment of these hypotheses. In particular, for configurations of sources where some hypotheses are only considered by one source and some other hypotheses are only considered by another source, it could not always be possible to reduce all these ambiguities that could lead to indecision between these non-common hypotheses [5] .
We can examine now the case of two sources SI and $2 defined on different incomplete frames. To be general, their respective frames Os, and Os: will be supposed not disjoint in order to have a common part denoted Oc = Os~ N 0~. We shall also suppose these frames not to be included in each other, i.e. Os~ ~ Os2 and Os2 ~ Os~. A graphical representation of them can be obtained in a set like form (cf. Fig. 2 ).
We can notice that the hypotheses of (Osl -0~) and (O~ -O~) are respectively discerned only by S~ and $2 while those of O~, called the common hypotheses, are discerned by both sources.
To clarify our notations, subscript and superscript of a measure will indicate respectively the frame on which this measure is defined and the concerned source (S1 for the first source, $2 for the second one and S~2 for the source resulting from combination of S~ and $2). For example, PlUs represents the plausibility for the source S~ defined over the frame Os,. In th~ same way, Kx is the normalization factor stemmed from the fusion of sources defined on a frame of discernment X.
We can separately apply to both sources the deconditioning step in order to redefine their knowledge on the larger frame O = Os~ U Os2 containing the hypotheses discerned by them together. Defined now on a same frame, these sources can be merged by application of the usual combination process used by the Dempster-Shafer theory. For the maximum plausibility decision criteri-(%,-Oe) on, we only need to know the plausibility of each hypothesis resulting from this combination and that can be determined by the application of the following property [3] :
We see that the plausibility defined on O for an hypothesis is the product of its plausibility on O for each source, up to a normalization factor. This property is no longer true for an element A c_ O different from a hypothesis. By application of Eqs. (3) and (4) for the sources S~ and $2 both deconditioned on O, we can deduce: ~l"Ii E (OSI --Oc) (hypotheses only considered by Sl)
VH; E Oc (Common hypotheses)
VHi C (Os2 -Oc) (Missing hypotheses to S1)
The method can obviously be generalized to more than two sources. Indeed, a deconditioning is a commutative and associative operation. In that case, we can write a recursive combination form.
Method by association of highest compatible hypotheses
This method can redefine a source's knowledge on a larger frame in a more precise way than the previous method. Indeed, this approach uses an additional information we may have about some similarities between the missing and the considered hypotheses of this source. For example, for aerial target identification, without a priori knowledge about a target that corresponds to a missing target, it is obvious that this target will have the same behaviour with targets of same type. In fact, a similarity represents a compatibility relation between these hypotheses. Be careful, this notion is different from the one introduced by Sharer in his book [3] . From a mathematical point of view, a similarity between two hypotheses may be expressed by a degree. Degrees of similarity between the missing hypotheses and the considered hypotheses will for example be expressed in a cognitive manner and so will be known with more or less precision. Then, the theory of possibility is the most appropriate framework to modelize them. Nevertheless, we constrain our method by keeping for a missing hypothesis the most important degrees that indicate the considered hypotheses with which this missing hypothesis is strongly compatible. Then, we bring such degrees to certain ones and so, for a source S1, a compatibility relation is described by the following function [5, 6] : J': 2 °s, ---+ 2 (e-es,), (8) which associates to a considered hypothesis Hi of Os~ the set ~o s' (Hi) composed of the missing hypotheses of (O -Os~) with which this hypothesis is strongly compatible and that satisfies fO & (A) = U Og& (Hi),
Hi~:A where os s* (A) represents the set of missing hypotheses with which the considered hypotheses of OSl contained in A are strongly compatible. We will simply say that A is strongly compatible with the set m s, (A). In particular, oJ s~ (A) = Q means that A is strongly compatible with none of the missing hypotheses.
Notice that the method imposes that every missing hypothesis is compatible with at least one considered hypothesis [5, 6] . Moreover, the latter could be strongly compatible with a missing hypothesis without looking like it very much but in any case more than the other considered hypotheses.
The deconditioning step of the method consists in appending (in the set union sense) to each focal element defined on Os, only the missing hypotheses of (0 -OSl) with which this focal element is strongly compatible. By doing so, we want to take account of the idea that this element contains the considered hypotheses on which it is more plausible that these missing hypotheses have transferred their evidence. Thus, the deconditioned core is defined by
No={Auo~s'(A)/AENOsl} (10) and the deconditioned bpa
VA C_ 0 too(A) =0, siA ~ Nos,.
We have the following property verified by the plausibility [5, 6] :
It tells that the plausibility on O of a missing hypothesis after deconditioning is equal to the plausibility on Os, of the union of the considered hypotheses strongly compatible with this hypothesis. We can note that a missing hypothesis is no more completely uncertain as it was the case in the previous method (cf. formula (3)).
With this method, the deconditioning operation does not append so many missing hypotheses to the focal elements of a source like the previous method. Consequently, ambiguities created by the deconditioning of the sources are less important and so this method has a larger efficiency domain than the method of minimal commitment. In order to reduce all the ambiguities, this method needs a less restricted choice of sources in view of their config-urations and their performance in terms of discernment of the hypotheses they consider.
By application of the properties (4) and (12), we can prove that the combination of both incomplete sources Sl and $2 defined in Section 2.2 and previously deconditioned on 6/--6/s~ u 6/s2 as above, leads for the plausibility of a hypothesis to the following expressions:
~'Hi E (10s, -6/c) (Hypotheses only considered by SI)
VHi E O¢ (Common hypotheses)
'v'Hi E (6/sz -6/c) (Missing hypotheses to $1)
Generalization of this method to more than two sources is obvious and can be justified in the same manner as the previous method (cf. Section 2.2).
Plausibilities correction methods
Introduction
In this section, we present two approaches that allow a direct combination of distinct sources defined on different flames without applying a preliminary deconditioning step. In that way, these methods realize a global treatment on the sources to combine (cf. Fig. 3 ) unlike the deconditioning methods (cf. Fig. 1 ).
To use these methods, the sources to combine must be defined on frames directly or indirectly connected. It means that for a given source, there must exist at least another one such that their respective frames are not disjoint, thus having a common part. Indeed, these methods will always combine two sources that have a common part to their flames. As will be seen, this part plays a crucial role. Furthermore, these methods are based on the use of some properties that the plausibility measure only verifies. We will see that due to one of these properties, the methods will be only able to deduce the plausibility of each hypothesis. In fact, there exists an infinity of bpa that corresponds to this set of plausibilities. In particular, we can find the one that corresponds to the application of the minimum specificity criterion. Nevertheless, the relevant informa- tion is based on these plausibilities. Moreover, the maximum of plausibility is often chosen as the decision criterion for this theory [12] . So the plausibility of each hypothesis is the only information that must be known if we choose this decision criterion. The first method called "plausibilities correction method" intuitively presented in [6] is defined rigorously in the next section. The second method introduces the compatibility relations already defined in Section 2.3; then, it is called "plausibilities correction method with introduction of compatibility relations". Methods will be both described for the two sources defined in Section 2.2 and that verify the above-mentioned condition about their frames.
Plausibilities correction method
The method is based on several properties that the plausibility measure only satisfies. The first property already mentioned by expression (4) in the case of two sources implies that this method can only deduce the plausibility of each hypothesis. The other property is the conditioning for the plausibility measure
Plo(A) ' Expression (4) gives the plausibility of each hypothesis after combination of both sources Sj and S2 defined on the frame O. By application of the property (16), we can decompose this expression as a function of the information actually available for each source; we obtain the following formulation:
VHi E (Os, -Oc) PI~2(Hi) = Kos, Pl~2(Os,) PlUs, (Hi) Pl~s ' (Hi), Symmetrical expressions can be obtained by circular permutation of the sources in the above ones. The common terms are simply underlined. For a maximum plausibility decision criterion, these terms are without influence on the decision and can be omitted to keep a relative plausibilities set. In view of the information actually available for each source, the doubly underlined terms are unknown and can legitimately be approximated to one. After these simplifications, the relative plausibility of each hypothesis is defined by:
VHi C (Os~ -Oc) (Hypotheses only considered by S0
VHi E Or (Common hypotheses)
pl~2(H/) s, s:
VHi E (Os2 -0¢) (Missing hypotheses to S~) el~: (Hi) Pl~sl (O¢) -PlUs 2 (Or) Plus: (Hi).
We can have also symmetrical expressions that are proportionally equivalent to the above ones. Therefore, the decision is the same whatever the choice of the development.
Because of the simplifications, we do not guarantee to have the resulting plausibility in Eq. (22) or the corresponding symmetrical one to be inferior to one whether we choose to use the expressions (20)-(22) or their corresponding symmetrical ones. Nevertheless, when the method is used for a maximum plausibility decision criterion, the proportionality ratios of the plausibilities of the hypotheses are the only necessary information that are not sensitive to this choice. However, we can constrain these relative plausibilities to be always less than one by choosing the expressions (20)-(22) if el~s 1 (Oc)~< el~s: (O¢) and their symmetrical ones inversely.
Intuitive explanation of the plausibility correction method already done in [6] is summarized here. The method consists in choosing a reference source and in refining and in completing its knowledge by means of other sources. Choice of the reference source is without influence and corresponds here to S1 for the development (20)-(22). Symmetrical expressions correspond to 5:2 as the reference source.
Firstly, plausibilities of the hypotheses considered by S1 and not common to the other source remain unchanged which corresponds to the expression (20). Indeed, the other source gives no information about these hypotheses.
The second step consists in refining the knowledge this reference source has on the common hypotheses by a fusion with the other source realized on their common part Oc. Indeed, the latter represents the only subset where it is legitimate to do this fusion; regardless of the normalization factor, this step corresponds to the expression (21) that can be rewritten as below in order to have explicitly the fusion expression; by application of Eq. (16), expression (21) becomes SI $2 S1
and then by application of Eq. (4), we have VHi E Oc, al~2(ni) ---~o al~cS2(Hi)Pl~s, (Oc).
It is obvious that the combination step can exist if there are at least two hypotheses contained in the common part Oc. Lastly, knowledge of the reference source is completed by readjusting the plausibility of each hypothesis that is considered by $2 and not considered by $1; it corresponds to redefine each of them relatively to the plausibilities of the hypotheses of SI in respect with the common part used as pivot. This step simply consists in multiplying each of these plausibilities of $2 by the unique following factor:
This operation corresponds to the expression (22). This factor allows us to keep the proportionality ratios that existed between the plausibilities of the hypotheses considered by the source $2. Generalization of the plausibilities correction method to more than two sources needs to determine an order of fusion because this method is based on a non-associative operation. A suitable one consists in combining always sources that have the largest common part. With this order, readjustments are based on the largest pivot and so are more reliable. Furthermore, the maximum of hypotheses are involved in the fusion on common part. Nevertheless, for some configurations of sources, this order can still lead to several developments that are different from a decision point of view. Then, it is necessary to find other criteria to determine the order that leads to the best performance.
Comparison of this method with the method of minimal commitment is meaningful because they use the same quantity of information. Firstly, we do this analysis for a maximum plausibility decision criterion. In that case, the normalization factors without influence on the decision may be ignored in their respective expressions ( (5)- (7) for the minimal commitment method; (20)-(22) for the plausibilities correction method). Developed for the same sources $1 and $2, we can note that these expressions are generally different; these methods may lead to different decisions. On the other hand, we can easily demonstrate that these two methods are rigorously identical whenever ~9sl c Os2 or inversely. From a conceptual point of view, they are essentially different by the fact that the minimal commitment method does a local treatment of the frames attached to the sources before combining them, whereas the plausibilities correction method directly treats this problem in an interpreted manner from the combination of the sources. Available information is not used in the same manner and the minimal commitment method uses it in a less precise way than the plausibilities correction method. It is not without problems since some configurations of sources may lead to indecision between the non-common hypotheses for this method (cf. Section 2.2).
We can demonstrate [5] that the plausibilities correction method corresponds exactly to the method of association of highest compatible hypotheses for some kinds of compatibility relations. So, it is possible to find in an easier way the development of this method from the bpa by means of deconditioning steps on sources [5] . Recall that the plausibilities correction method must combine sources in a special order. For such two sources to combine, the plausibilities correction method corresponds to the method of association of highest compatible hypotheses if each missing hypothesis of one source and that is considered by the other source is chosen highly compatible with the common hypotheses. It means that the deconditioning step for each source will be only done on focal elements that contain common hypotheses. Therefore, we take a risk based on the non-common hypotheses of these sources. The reason why we take such a risk is that the deconditioning methods create an ambiguity that may not be reduced with the fusion of these sources. The order strategy we retain to combine sources is the one that allows us to do the maximum of deconditioning steps and so that minimizes the global risk. The result is a better discernment between the non-common hypotheses in configurations of sources where the deconditioning methods lead to indecision [5] .
In Section 3.3, we extend this method to form a new one able to introduce the additional information formed by the compatibility relations. This method will be able to approximate more precisely some unknown terms that are doubly underlined in expressions (17)-(19).
Plausibilities correction method with introduction of compatibility relations
This method is with respect to the plausibilities correction method what the method by association of highest compatible hypotheses is with respect to the minimal commitment method.
The doubly underlined terms in expressions (17)-(19) are unknown and without more information are legitimately set to one (cf. Section 3.2); it corresponds to the plausibilities correction method. Now, we propose to approximate these terms in a more precise way if we can know the compatibility relations between the missing and the considered hypotheses of a source; in this case, these relations are defined by the function ~o s' for a source Si (cf. expression (8)).
The method will be applied to both sources already defined in Section 2.2. Moreover, we will only be concerned with the expressions (17)-(19), the result being easily transposable to the symmetrical expressions. A deconditioning step can be done on each source in accordance with the compatibility relations information. Then, each plausibility verifies the expression (12) 
PI~s2 (Uos2(Hj)nH,#~HJ)
VH, E (Os, -Oc)Pl~s ~ (n,) =-
Left term of the expression (27) corresponds to one of the unknown terms in Eq. (19) and the one of Eq. (28) to the unknown term in Eq. (17). Furthermore, by application of the expression (16) for the conditioning of the plausibility of the common part, we have 
\,,, We note that the introduction of compatibility relations allows a more precise assessment of the unknown terms. Firstly, a new common term appears in every expression and secondly a new known term appears in the expressions (17) and (19). Furthermore, we can note a symmetry between the remaining unknown terms.
After the simplifications similar to the previous method, we can show that: 
VHi E (Os2 -Bc) (Missing hypotheses to Sl)
Pl~s:(Bc) Pl~sl
PlUs: (HI)'
Conclusions for the comparison of this method with the method by association of highest compatible hypotheses are the same as those stemmed from the comparison of these methods without introduction of compatibility relations (cf. Section 3.2). In particular, we can show that they are rigorously the same whenever Bs, C Os~ or inversely.
Generalization of the method has the same requirement of the previous method.
Simulations
Some parametrized simulations about the first three methods have already been presented in [6] . They were representative of diverse required domains of efficiency of the deconditioning methods that have shown a good behaviour. In particular, we have noted that the fusion according to each of these methods of a source defined on an incomplete frame with another complete source leads to better global performance than those obtained individually by this complete source. Notice that in this case the deconditioning methods are rigorously identical to the plausibilities correction methods (cf. Sections 3.2 and 3.3) .
Then, we have compared these methods in general configurations where they are different. Tested in the required domain of efficiency of the minimal commitment method, these methods have all converged towards optimal results. The word "optimal" means here the performance we may have for the fusion of sources defined on a same complete frame. On the other hand, in bad conditions, the method by association of highest compatible hypotheses has given the best performance. The reason is that this method uses an additional information that the other methods do not use. Without this information, this method is equivalent to the minimal commitment method. Then, in these bad conditions, the plausibilities correction method has lead to performance better than those obtained by application of the minimal commitment method, mainly due to a better discernment of the non-common hypotheses. Note that these bad conditions were chosen for a configuration of sources where ambiguities of the deconditioning steps are not well reduced by fusion.
In order to complete comparison of the methods, we must compare the plausibilities correction method with introduction of compatibility relations to the three other methods already compared. Firstly, we are going to compare it with the method by association of highest compatible hypotheses because they use the same quantity of information and above all if we show that the first method is better than the other one then in view of the previous analysis, we could deduce that this method is also better than the other methods.
First result is that this method tested in the required domain of efficiency of the deconditioning methods also converges towards optimal performance. Now we are going to test it in worse conditions that correspond to the simulations presented in [6] . The method will be applied to both sources Sj and $2 defined respectively on the frames Os~ = {HI, H2, H3} and Os2 = {H2, H3, H4}.
We will suppose that the conditional density functions of each hypothesis are known for each source in respect to the features considered by the source; these functions will be chosen as gaussian ones. The bpa will be built according to the method proposed by Appriou [12, 5, 6] . The decision criterion is chosen as the maximum plausibility. To assess the performance of both methods, we successively generate for each hypothesis and each source 100 000 random observations according to the hypothesis distribution. After building the bpa, we apply each method. By application of the decision criterion before and after the combination of both sources, we build the confusion matrix for each source alone and then those resulting from the combination of sources for the considered methods. Rows of this matrix represent the presented hypotheses and the columns the declared hypotheses. Elements of the diagonal are the percentages of good recognition for each hypothesis and their average is equal to the Global good Recognition Rate (GRR). In order to complete our analysis, we have also written the confusion matrix of each source indicative of the performance this source would have if this source would be complete.
We also suppose that H4 is strongly compatible with H3 for the first source and H~ strongly compatible with H2 for the second source. This choice will be later justified.
Comments on the confusion matrix of each source
With regards to the Table 1 (parts b and d), we note that the sources are complementary on the discernment of the hypotheses; each source discerns well the hypothesis that misses to the other source. These sources both discern well the common hypotheses. Moreover, for each source we note an important confusion between the hypothesis that misses the other source and its other considered hypotheses. It means that the combination of these sources will not generally permit to reduce for each source the ambiguity due to the extension of its focal elements when we append to them the missing hypothesis during the deconditioning step; so we are in bad conditions of efficiency of the deconditioning methods [6] . Table 1 (part b) shows that with the first source, typical observations of the missing hypothesis H4 are largely declared to be H3; this explains why we choose it to be strongly compatible with H3 for the two methods that use this information. The same reasoning can be done with regard to the Table 1 (part  d) to justify the preference to take H~ strongly compatible with H2. Table 2 (parts b and c) show that both methods have similar performance to discern the missing hypotheses H~ and H4; nevertheless, the plausibilities correction method with introduction of compatibility relations has a best discernment of the common hypotheses with performance nearer to the optimal one (cf. Table 2 (part a)). Moreover, in view of the article [6] we see that the difference of performance between these two methods without introduction of compatibility relations is less important than here. Considering these results and the fact that the simulations presented in [6] concluded that the method of association of highest compatible hypotheses was the best, we can deduce now that the plausibilities correction method with introduction of compatibility relations yields better performance.
Comments on the confusion matrix stemmed from the fusion of the sources by each method
Conclusion
This article together with [6] proposes and presents four general methods able to combine sources defined on different non-exhaustive frames; in this case, the usual combination process provided by the theory that formalized these sources cannot be applied. Our motivation was essentially to deal with a problem not extensively treated whereas the practical applications are numerous. Developed in the Dempster-Shafer formalism, these methods are rigorously defined. Table 2 Confusion matrixes resulting from combination of both sources These methods can be separated into two groups, the first one with both deconditioning methods and the second group with both plausibilities correction methods. In a same group, two methods are different from the fact that one uses the compatibility relations and the other one does not. In fact, when the compatibility relations are not known, the two methods of a group are equivalent [5] .
According to some parametrized simulations, these methods have generally shown a good behaviour. Tested in the required domain of efficiency of the minimal commitment method, they converge towards optimal results. In worse conditions, the plausibilities correction methods give better performance with a more significant difference between the methods that do not use the compatibility relations. Notice that the comparison of these two groups of methods was made for the maximum plausibility decision criterion, a priori the most appropriate criterion for the plausibilities correction methods. A more complete comparison will consist in testing these methods on several simulations placed on more various conditions and then on real applications.
We can deduce with the Dempster-Shafer theory a conflicting information from the combination of sources. Furthermore, we showed in [5] the great sensitivity of the combination rule used by the Dempster-Shafer theory in case of strongly conflicting sources. As it is obvious that combining two sources de-fined on different frames represents a conflicting situation, an ad-hoc process able to treat the conflict is then necessary and would certainly permit to improve the proposed methods.
In [6] , the required conditions of efficiency of the deconditioning methods have been defined. It would be also interesting to define these conditions for the plausibilities correction methods.
